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Tree Plantation - 2016

HJD family is firm believer of “GO

site to institute hostel building. All faculty

GREEN” and for that the NSS units of

members and students planted trees. The

HJD Institute, Kera-Kutch conducted a

event was co-ordinated by NSS Programme

Tree Plantation Programme on 29th of July,

Officer Mr. Saumya Rana, NSS Committee

2016. On the occasion of Honourable

and NSS Volunteer Unit.

Chairman Shree. Jagdishbhai Halai’s 51

st

Birthday 1500 saplings were planted at
Hanuman Tekri (Place near College Campus) by Swa. Kanji Karshan Halai Charitable trust. The event graced by presence of
Administrator Shree Hiren Vyas, HJDITER’s principal Dr. Rajesh Patel and HJD
School Principal Mr. Shivam Bhatt with
entire staff and Volunteer students. Also
All faculty members and students gathered
at HJD Campus for planting trees on 16th
july at various locations of HJD institute
campus. Near about 50 saplings were plant-

ed surrounding the handball ground oppo2
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Tree Plantation - 2016
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“Shramdaan” under Swachchh Bharat Mission(G)

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan is also called as

have actively taken part in program named

the Clean India Mission or Clean India

as “SHRAMDAAN” under Swachchh Bha-

drive or Swachh Bharat Campaign. It is a

rat Mission. The arrangement was done by

national level campaign run by the Indian

Director, District Rural Development Au-

Government to cover all the backward stat-

thority (DRDA). There were total 120 stu-

utory towns to make them clean. This cam-

dents taken part during this program. The

paign involves the construction of latrines,

duration of this program was 29-08-2016 to

promoting sanitation programmes in the

02-09-2016. During this program students

rural areas, cleaning streets, roads and

have constructed ten toilets in village

changing the infrastructure of the country

Bharapar, Ta. Bhuj.

to lead the country ahead. This campaign
was officially launched by the Prime Minister, Narendra Modi on 145th birth anniversary of the Mahatma Gandhi. The students
of B.E. First Year of HJD Institute of Technical Education and Research, Kera-Kutch
4
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Blood Donation Camp
HJD Institute of Technical Education and

helped the participants and gave moral

Research conducted a “BLOOD DONA-

support to them for donating blood. After

TION” camp on 29th July, 2016. All the

the medical check-up of the donors samples

students, faculty and staff members partici-

would be taken. It was great to see more

pated voluntarily in the camp. In total, 51

people than pre-registration numbers turn-

units of blood were collected on the occa-

ing up in the venue. This stretched the ca-

sion of Hon. Chairman Jagdish Halai’s 51st

pacity of the blood bank, as a result of

Birthday. This camp helped students in get-

which the contact details of the donors

ting awareness about their social responsi-

were taken so as to allow them to donate at

bilities and showed enthusiastic participa-

the earliest to the blood bank. The Blood

tion for the same. The Camp started at

samples were carefully sealed and trans-

10.00 a.m. and went up to 1:30 p.m. The

ported away, while the Student volunteers

camp was organized by National Service

and hospital staff helped in all activities in

Scheme (NSS).

well ventilated atmosphere without any in-

On this occasion, The Chairman of HJD-

cidence of uneasiness to blood donors.

ITER Shri Jagdish bhai Halai, All the

Throughout the morning, there were smiles

H.O.D.s, faculty members, staff members

and laughter all around - a true embodi-

and students and blood donors were pre-

ment of what we believe in - selfless service

sent. NSS Programme officer Mr. Saumya-

with a smile. The donors received a certifi-

kumar Rana and NSS Volunteer Unit coor-

cate of recognition.

dinated the entire event. With the Lightening of the lamps done by the dignitaries.
The camp is organized in a much disciplined manner checking each and every aspect of participant’s health. During the

blood donation process the haemoglobin
content of the participants were checked
before donating the blood, clearly telling
the participants about their health condition. Many check-ups for blood pressure
and other tests were conducted by the doctors. NSS Student Volunteers arranged
bed, chairs, registration desk also provided
refreshments to the participants after do-

nating blood. NSS Student Volunteers
5
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Blood Donation Camp
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Celebrating 70th Year Of Independence
HJD Institute of Technical Education and
celebrated 70th year of independ-

organized and handled by cultural committee and NSS committee.

ence at the college ground. On this occasion
both HJD school as well as college students
were present. Activities like dancing, singing related to patriorism was performed on
the stage by school and college students. Parade was also organized by group of stu-

dents and flag was hosted. On this occasion
all the members of school and college paid
homage to Shri. Pramukh Swami Maharaj
as he passed away on 13 august. Event was

7
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Ganesh Utsav - 2016

HJD Institute of Technical Education and
celebrated Ganesh Utsav, On this

sion was well handled and managed by students group for 4 days on HJD ground.

auspicious occasion of Ganesh Chaturthi all
the staff members and students were pre-

sent in all the rituals of poojan. This occa8
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Graduate Felicitation Program
HJD Institute of Technical Education and

80 students received prizes for GTU exams

conducted a “Graduate Felicita-

Summer-2016 as Institute toppers with 1st,

tion Program” on 15th September, 2016.

2nd and 3rd rank. 3 diploma students were

Total 318 students had passed their gradu-

received prizes for 100% attendance in col-

ation and 188 students were arrived in per-

lege throughout the even semester. This

son for receiving the certificate of course

students got the award in special category.

completion.

7 Faculties also received award of Appreci-

Students received certificates by Hon.

ation in considering long service in Insti-

Chairman Mr. Jagdish Halai, Major Gen-

tute.

eral Subhash Saran and Principal Dr. Ra-

Computer Science and Engineering Depart-

jesh Patel.

ment has received the award in apprecia-

In Mechanical Engineering, 62 students of

tion of highest result of all classes in GTU

degree Engineering and 14 students of di-

exams summer-2016.

ploma Engineering were present to receive
their course completion certificate.
In Civil Engineering, 30 students of degree
Engineering and 5 students of Master of
Engineering were present to receive their
course completion certificate.
In Electrical Engineering, 38 students of
degree Engineering and 13 students of diploma Engineering were present to receive
their course completion certificate.
In Electronics and Communications Engineering, 2 students of degree Engineering
were present to receive their course completion certificate.
In Computer Science and Engineering, 19
students of degree Engineering and 5 students of Master of Engineering were present to receive their course completion certificate.

9
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Graduate Felicitation Program
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Industry Academia Conclave (IAC)
The first day of Industry Academia Con-

do while attending an interview. Captain

clave 2016 began with an am-bience similar

Jaydev Joshi came to talk with students

to the corporates .

and also answered questions asked by the

IAC 2016 began with the traditional lamp

students. .

lighting ceremony. The dignitaries were

2nd Day began with some guest lectures by

Shri Jagdishbhai Halai Honorable Chair-

various people. This included Mr. Angad

man of HJD institute with the Dr Rajesh

Abrol (Co founder Tempawala.com) for

Patel Principal of the institution and Mr

Computer as well as Mechanical Depart-

Hiren Vyas Administrator . Mr. Avinash

ment and Mr. Keil Shah for Civil and Elec-

Rai, the COO of Adani Ports Ltd was pre-

trical Departments. Mr. Angad Abrol who

sent along with Mr. Manoj Solanki , presi-

is an IIM graduate shared his journey from

dent of Shree Ram Minerals. Mr. Hitesh ku

the IIT till how he founded a startup .

-mar joshi, capt. Jaydev joshi security ex-

Meanwhile Mr. Keil Shah also was sharing

pert also gave their auspicious presence.

his thoughts on entrepreneurship with the

Mr. Manoj Solanki president of Shree Ram

stu-dents of Civil and Electrical.

Minerals shared his views on industrializa-

After the sessions of Mr. Angad Abrol

tion and village development. He also de-

Computer and Mechanical students had an

scribed shortly about the startups and how

session of Mr Avijit Banerjee from Tata

to maintain environment around us.

Consultancy Services who shared his views

Later on COO of Adani Ports Ltd Mr. Avi-

of business ethics and also the corporate en-

nash Rai acknowledged about the resources

vironment of TCS. On the other part Civil

used by industries and their contribution

and Electrical students had the session of

towards nation and the envi-ronment. He

Mr. Keyur from Archean Chemicals who

also shared the current scenario of jobs and

shared on the phycolo-gy of industries.

placement in industries and also about

Top 5 students of each department repre-

things that employers looks into their em-

sented their respective departments in de-

ployees.

partmental level quiz. This quiz was con-

Capt. Jaydev Joshi Ex army security expert

ducted by the GIC committee of HJD Insti-

from Rajkot delivered a very motivational

tute under the guidance of Mr Kunal Mot-

speech.

wani (GIC committee coordinator).

After an hour of lunch final year students
performed a short act/play which demon-

CONTINUES…...

strated few common mistakes that students
11
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Industry Academia Conclave (IAC)
This quiz contest was won by Computer

four days in various ways and also to award

Department team of five participants they

winners of various contest during these

were

Vatsha

days. His speech was motivational for stu-

Anam, Jaydeep Khiniwal, Ashish Parekh

dents to do good for society and its well be-

and Lino Thomas.

ing.

The third day of Industry academia con-

RG Shenoy COO of Genus with Produc-

clave 2016 was a technical day with tech-

tion Manager of the same company came to

nical ses-sion of each and every depart-

deliver short sessions for students.

ment. For Mechanical Department it was

During this the entire student coordinators’

Ravikumar

Bhambhani,

Mr. Jignesh Ma-khani, for computer Mr
Haresh Chande similarly for electrical it
was Mr. Pritesh Makad and for Civil Department CAD kdian cetre took the technical sessions.
After Technical sessions students were
asked to go to their respective department

for intra-departmental level group discussion. After intra departmental level group
discussions top ten students qualified for
inter departmental group discussions.
Inter departmental level group discussion

team of Training and placement cell og
HJD In-stitute were thanked and they were
honored to take a picture with the SP of
Kachchh dis-trict
Before the conclusion of the day as well as
of IAC 2016 students who cracked interviews were awarded by the guests as well as
by the Honorable Chairman of HJD Institute. And the whole IAC was successfully
completed with the co-ordination of all the
department and team members of T&P
committee.

was held in almost six groups excluding the
final round of top ten students from the college. The topic for the final was “Should ID
and uni-forms be made compulsory in institutions.” This event was won by Ravikumar
Bhambhani from Computer Dept. With
this event day three concluded.
Day four began with interview of students
of each department at their respective depart-ment. During this Superintendent of
Police of Kachchh district Mr. Makrand
Chouhan IPS was invited to award the stu-

dents who were outstanding during these
12
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State Level Technical Fest “STRUGNITE 2K16”
Department of Civil Engineering, HJD In-

pants, importance of civil society in world.

stitute of Technical Education & Research,

Dr. Atul Desai, Professor, SVNIT Surat,

Kera had organized one day state level

briefly describe the importance of innova-

technical festival with Indian Society for

tive ideas in engineering. He in his speech

Technical Education “Strugnite 2K16” on

gave the information about number of Gov-

24th September, 2016 at HJD institute of

ernrnent of India schemes for innovative

Technical Education and Research, Ka-

work.

chchh.

Shri Himanshu Sahoo, DGH from Adani

The Chief Guest of the technical festival

Group asked the students to get ready for

Shri. Kiritbhai Sompura, Chairman, Bhuj

nation

Area

Shri.

Ghanshyambhai Taparia, Founder VAPCO

GhanshyambhaiTaparia, Founder VAPCO

Company, Mombasa approached the staff

Company, Mombasa, Dr. Atul Desai, Pro-

members for sending the students in order

fessor, SVNIT Surat, Shri. Himanshu Sa-

to get trained in civil construction sector at

hoo, DGH from Adani Group, Hon’ble

Uganda and Kenya.

Chairman Shri. Jagdishbhai Halai, Princi-

Many events were included during this

pal R. M. Patel, Shri Hiren Vyas, Adminis-

Tech-Fest are they were model making,

Development

Authority,

trator, Dr. Kalpana Maheshwari, Head of
Department of Civil Engineering, HJD Institute Kachchh have graced the event with
their presence on the dais.
Total 430 UG and Diploma civil engineering students of various Engineering College/ polytechnic college all over the state

building

cadthon, museum,

process

while

Shri.

land surveyer, logor-

ithem, flotilla, quiz competition, quake
shake, cuber, clayical maker, civil poems.
This event was also supported by Excel
corps, Adani group and Shri. Jigar bhai
Tarachand chedda.

have participated in State Level Technical
Festival. Dr. Kalpana Maheshwari, Head of
Civil Engineering Department welcomed all
the dignitaries, guest and students who had
gathered for lightening of the lamp as per
Indian traditions.
Shri. Kiritbhai Sompura, Chairman, Bhuj
Area Development Authority (BHADA),
was Chief Guest of the inaugural function.

In his speech he reminded all the partici14
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Industrial Visits Of Mechanical Department

“AMUL DAIRY” visit for 5th sem mechan-

dustrial visit to “IDMC LTD” was handled

ical. Mr. Karan Thacker and Mr. Jignesh

by Asst. Professor of mechanical engineer-

Makani Asst. Professor of mechanical engi-

ing department Mr. Ravi Jethi and Mr.

neering department accompanied this in-

Jignesh Makani accompanied with this in-

dustrial visit. Total 95 students of degree V

dustrial visit. Total 30 students of degree V

semester had joined this industrial visit. In-

semester had joined this industrial visit.
16
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Industrial Visits Of Civil Department

On the date of 30th July 2016, the 3rd Se-

Number of Students present in technical

mester student of Civil Engineering Depart-

visit was 54. Learn about town planning at

ment of HJD Institute of Technical Educa-

Dholavira Civilization, learning about the

tion & Research, Kera had arranged the

functions of pumping station and design of

Technical Visit at:

canal pumping station along with design

(i) Narmada Kutch Branch canal pumping

and construction of canal and siphon at ca-

station 03, Bachchau (ii) Dholavira Harap-

nal site.

pan Civilization, Dholavira (iii) Archeological museum, Dholavira.
17
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Industrial Visits Of Civil Department

75 Students of BE 5th Semester from Civil

structure, and equipment used at construc-

Engineering Department and 5 Faculty

tion site to the students, which they can re-

have visited a construction site named as

late with their curriculum.

Welspin textile park (Welhome), near ANJAR on 30th July, 2016. The main objective
of visit is to provide basic knowledge of
Batching plant, latest laser technology for
flooring first time in kutch, Bar coupling,
steel Structure/work, raft foundation, steel
18
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Industrial Visits Of Civil Department

On the date of 30th July 2016, the 7th Sem

the students to get knowledge of seismic ac-

B.E and 5th Sem Diploma student (Total 95

tivity and monitoring of earthquake in

Student) of Civil Engineering Department

Guajrat region. And in BRTS it is aimed to

of HJD Institute of Technical Education &

understanding about advanced transporta-

Research, Kera had arranged the Technical

tion system.

Visit at: (i) Institute of seismological Research (ISR), Gandhinagar (ii) Bus Rapid
Transportation System (BRTS), Ahmedabad. The selected place of visit had helped
19
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Industrial Visits Of Civil Department

Students of Diploma 3rdSemester from

Cost Housing by using traditional tech-

Civil Engineering Department of H.J.D. In-

niques and Building Materials also to pro-

stitute of Technical Education and Re-

vide the knowledge of new techniques for

search, Kerahad arranged Technical visti

surface water storage to increase ground

at: (1) Hunnarshala, Bhuj (2) Bhujiya Dun-

water level which they can co-relate with

gar Construction site, Bhuj. Number of

their curriculum

Students involved – 43, Number of Faculty
incorporated - 03. The main objective of
visit is to provide basic knowledge of Low
20
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Industrial Visits Of Computer Department

On the date 22nd July 2016, the 2nd and

stitute for Space Applications and Geo-

3rd Year student of Computer Engineering

Informatics (BISAG) and ISRO located at

Department of HJD Institute of Technical

Gandhinagar and Ahemdabad. No. of stu-

Education & Research, Kera had arranged

dents: 43 (5th semester & 3rd semester)

the Technical Visit at Bhaskaracharya In21
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Industrial Visits Of Electrical Department

On 27th and 17th September, Industrial visit to Excel Corp Care LTD and 66Kv substation

was organized for 3rd and 5th sem of diploma electrical. Total number of students was 57
22
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OSTC Workshop’s Mechanical Department

On 6th Aug 2016 workshop was arranged

Kumar Parmar (Co-ordinator of OSTC

for Diploma and Degree students. Open

Club) Guided for the workshop and Assis-

Form Video Tutorial for Diploma 5th Se-

tant Professor Mr.Milap Gohil and Mr. Ji-

mester students and Firefox and Linux Vid-

gar Soni organized and invigilated the

eo Tutorial for Degree 3rd Semester stu-

workshop

dents. On 17th September 2016, in the
Evening session 14:00 to 16:00, Workshop
for 3rd semester Diploma on Mozila Firefox was organized. Assistant Professor Mr.
23
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OSTC Workshop’s Computer Department

On the date 6TH AUGUST 2016, the 2nd

keeping in mind, this should help them in

and 3rd Year students of Computer Engi-

their higher semester subjects also. Work-

neering Department attended the work-

shop was organized in lab i.e LAB 1 and

shop. For 2nd year students LINUX-

Lab 2 at 11.30 PM to 1.30 PM. All students

UBUNTU workshop was arranged and for

were provided college certificates of partici-

3rd year workshop of PHP-MYSQL was

pation. Students showed great interest and

arranged. PHP-MYSQL will be helpful to

more workshop like this were promised in

3rd semester students in coming semester

coming days.

and same is the case with 2nd year students
for

UBUNTU-LINUX.

Workshop

was

planned under the OSTC club and session
was taken by Mr.Kumar Parmar for both
the semester. This workshop was organized
24
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OSTC Workshop’s Electrical Department

On 11th Aug, in the Afternoon session

conduct online examination were given to

14:00 to 16:00, Workshop for 5th semester

the students and based on that further it

on Latex was organized.

should be requested to IITB. After securing

Assistant Professor Mr. Kumar Parmar

more than 40% marks, students will be eli-

(Co-ordinator of OSTC Club) Guided for

gible for passing the exam and certificates

the workshop, Assistant Professor Mr. Pri-

for students will be provided.

yank Bhambhani organized the workshop
and invigilated the workshop.

After finishing the workshop instructions to
25
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Design Engineering Workshop Mechanical
Department

As per curriculum of Gujarat Technologi-

ter and 5th semester on dated 30th of July,

cal University (GTU), Design Engineering

2016 by Asst.Prof Raj Soni and Hiteshgiri

subject comes in 2nd and 3rd year students

goswami. 75 students were benefited of 3rd

of Mechanical Engineering. So, concerned

semester and 117 students were benefited of

with it, our department has organized the

5th semester in this workshop.

workshop named “Workshop on Design

Engineering” for the students of 3rd semes26
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Design Engineering & Group Discussion In
Civil Department

On the date of 6th August 2016, the 5th Se-

as well as debate for good communication

mester student of Civil Engineering Depart-

skill and face the interview group Disscus-

ment of HJD Institute of Technical Educa-

sion in the future.

tion & Research, Kera had arranged one
day workshop on Design Engineering and
Group discussion & debate on the engineering topics. Number of Students present in
workshop was 50.
Objective was to Learn about the subject of
Design Engineering and Group disscussion
27
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Design Engineering Workshop in Computer
Department

A Workshop on "Design Engineering" was

goal. Total 30 students and CSE Faculty

organized by CSE Department under GIC

member attended the workshop. The ses-

and ISTE Chapter, HJD Institute of Tech-

sion was conducted by Mr. Haresh Chande

nical education and Research. The work-

(Asst Prof- Computer Eng.)

shop was conducted on 30th July, 2016. To
aware students of 2nd and 3rd year about
how to Design a plan of system, its implementation and utilization for attaining a
28
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Personality Development & Resume Building in
Computer Department

A Workshop on "Personality Development

member of HJD Institute have attended the

and Resume Building" was organized by

workshop. Mr. Chintan Thacker (Head of

CSE Department, HJD Institute of Tech-

Computer Eng. Dept.) has given welcome

nical education and Research. The work-

and introductory speech. The session was

shop was conducted on 6th August, 2016.

conducted by Mrs Lolita Singh (Asst Prof-

To aware students of 2nd, 3rd and 4th year

Computer Eng.)

about how to develop a good personality to
be presentable and to build an effective resume. Total 39 students and CSE Faculty
29
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Android Application Development In Computer
Department

A Workshop on "Android Application De-

ideas about how to develop mobile android

velopment” was organized by CSE Depart-

application and use of different widgets in

ment, HJD Institute of Technical education

android application. All students followed

and Research under ISTE Chapter. The

the instruction given by expert and practi-

workshop was conducted on 3rd Sep, 2016.

cally they made android application.

Mr. Chintan Thacker, Head of Computer
Science Department has given welcome
speech and brief introduction of the workshop. Mr. Devang Chauhan gave the basic
30
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Fundamentals On MATLAB & Simulink In Electrical
Department

A

workshop

on

“Fundamentals

on

cal machines. Feedback of student partici-

MATLAB & Simulink” was organised by

pants was also taken in this session. Around

ISTE chapter and Electrical Engineering

thirty students and 7 faculties of HJD Insti-

Department of the Institute on 15th July

tute participated in this one-day workshop.

2016. It was organised for seventh semester

Program ended by Vote of thanks.

students of Degree Electrical Engineering.
Aim of the workshop was to give hands on
training for MATLAB which is part of
their project simulation work and also

helpful to understand the concept of electri31
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Workshop On “AC Series Circuits And Their
Performance ” In Electrical Department

A workshop on “ AC Series Circuits and

through video. The main focus was on the

their Performance ” was organised by Elec-

Waveform for different circuits like R-L, R

trical Engineering Department of the Insti-

-C, L-C and RLC series circuits. The con-

tute on 30th July 2016. It was organised for

cept of Power factor was explained by ap-

third semester students of Diploma Electri-

propriate examples and through video

cal Engineering. Aim of the workshop was

clips. Around thirty students of HJD Insti-

to give hands basic concept of Different Se-

tute participated in this workshop.

ries Circuits and also helpful to understand
the concept of basic Electrical terms.

The workshop was conducted by Mr Fayaz
Khatri, Lecturer at Electrical Engineering
department, HJD Institute. The workshop
was started with an introduction to basic
definition for electrical engineering community.
After that the performance of various electrical parameters likes Resistor, Inductor,
and Capacitor individually was explained
32
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“Designing of PWM Inverter In MATLAB”, Electrical
Department

A seminar on “Designing of PWM Inverter

niques implementation in MATLAB. Then

in MATLAB” was organised in Electrical

in actual practise how these PWM pulses

Engineering Department of the Institute on

given to the inverter was explained in de-

9th September 2016. It was organised for

tail. And at last how to analyse these wave-

seventh semester students of Degree Elec-

forms such as THD content in the output

trical Engineering. Aim of the seminar is to

waveform was explained precisely.

develop the skills of students in technical

At last all the PWM techniques was imple-

software i.e. MATLAB as well as to motivate in their project work. The seminar was
conducted by Mr. Pavan S Mehta, asst.
professor in Electrical Engineering department, HJD ITER, Kutch. The seminar was

mented on single phase and three phase in-

verters. Also check the waveform quality.
Around twenty students participated in this
seminar. Program ended by Vote of thanks.

started with an introduction to the basic inverters and the PWM techniques used for
it. Then after compared the different PWM
techniques and discussed their advantages
and disadvantages. The session then fol-

lowed with understanding of PWM tech33
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Puppet Show, Slogan Making, Poster making and
Mehndi Drawing

An event on “puppet show, Poster making

ativity. All students of HJD School had par-

and mehndi drawing” was organized by

ticipated in this event. Mrs Ekta Sompura ,

white board committee of HJD SCHOOL

Mrs. Vandita and Mrs Devanshi organized

on 30th June 2016. To encourage their cre-

this event.
35
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Importance Of Cleanliness

An event on “importance of Cleanliness”

files

spreading the deadly diseases. Mrs

was organized at HJD School. On 15th Sep

Ekta Handling & Mrs Devanshi soni orga-

2016. To aware students about cleanliness

nized this event.

is godliness and it is the only medicine that

can cure the menace of mosquitoes

and
36
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Rakhi Making Competition

This Competition was conducted on 17th

All Teachers help on this competition. Priz-

aug 2016 students participation was mar-

es were given to winners and also consola-

velous and very appreciable. All students

tion prize were given to encourage the stu-

and teachers had participated. Mrs Ekta

dents.

had arranged rakhi making competition.
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“Importance Of FOOD”

An event on “importance of food” was or-

ranged competition of drawing.Mrs Vandi-

ganized at HJD School. This event was con-

ta Ms. Nirali Ms. Namrata had done deco-

ducted on 6th aug 2016. To aware students

ration.Mrs Devanshi had done anchor-

for to reduce food wastage. Mr.Rohit singh

ing.Music

had organized event.Mrs Ekta had ar-

Ms.Nirali & Namrata.

portion

was

handled

by
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Teacher’s Day Celebration

A Program on “Teachers day celebration”

(Principal) and Mr Saket singh (Vice Prin-

was organized at HJD School. This event

cipal).

was conducted on 3rd Sep 2016. Anchoring
was done by Mrs Vandita vishavkarma,
and Speech was given by Mr Shivam bhatt
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